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Type of Text:  Fairy Tale. 
 

Sheikh Naimi Middle School Ouled-Djellal. 

Sample Exam correction.      March 2008 Meeting. 

 

The fox and the hedgehog. 

A fox swimming across a rapid river was carried by the force of the current. 

He stayed in a ravine for a long time. He was sick and unable to move. A group of 

hungry blood-sucking flies settled upon him. A hedgehog, passing by, saw him. 

The fox asked him to chase the flies that were tormenting him. The hedgehog 

accepted to help him. He chased the flies and helped the fox go home. 

Few days later, the fox found the hedgehog in a well. He fell in it when he 

was drinking some water. The fox took a cord and helped him. The hedgehog 

thanked the fox.  

The fox said "A good turn deserves another"  

 

  
 

Part One. 14 pts. 

 
A- Reading Comprehension. 7 points. 
 

1) Choose a), b), c), or d) and write the correct sentences:  3 points 

 
 a) The text is a ……… .  a) letter    b) fairy tale    c) e-mail    d) dialog 

 b)The fox was attacked by a group of……a)dogs b)scorpions c)flies d)mosquitoes 

 c) The fox helped the hedgehog because he helped him …………..  a) never  

      b) before c) sometimes d) after 
 

2) Read the text then write True or False. 2 points. 

 
 a) The fox was playing with the flies. 

 b) the hedgehog wanted to drink some water. So, he fell down the well. 

 

 3) Lexis: 2 points 
  Find in the text four (4) words that can be associated with the following word: 

 

Water  ………….. …………….. …………….. …………... 
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B- Mastery of Language. 7 points. 

 
1) Write the sentences using the correct words. 3 points. 

 

since    while  may    last  

 
a) The fellah planted the tree …….. winter. 

b) He has taken care of them ……… that time. 

c) They …………. give fruit next season. 
 

 2) Supply the capital letters and the punctuation where necessary.2 POINTS. 

 

  Foxy the fox met the dog in tokyo  did they go to the hotel 
 

3) Pronunciation. 2 points. 

 
Read the following questions and mark the intonation. Use arrows  

 

1-Did you that story? 

 
2- Where is the book? 

 

 

Part Two: 6 points. 

 

The fox is having a conversation with his wife. Imagine what they are saying. 

You can use the text to help you. 
 

Mrs.Fox: ……………………………? 

Mr.Fox: I had a big problem. 

Mrs.Fox:…………………………….? 
Mr.Fox: I fell down the river and was taken by the current. 

Mrs.Fox: …………………………….? 

Mr.Fox: I was just crossing it but the current was too rapid. 
Mrs.Fox: …………………………….? 

Mr.Fox: : A helpful hedgehog did. 

Mrs.Fox: …………………………….? 

Mr.Fox: Of course. I thanked him and helped him again. 
Mrs.Fox: I want to thank him, too. ……………….? 

Mr.Fox: I am very sorry. I don't know.. 
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